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Canon GI-56M Ink Bottle, Magenta

Brand : Canon Product code: 4431C001

Product name : GI-56M Ink Bottle, Magenta

GI-56M Ink Bottle, Magenta

Canon GI-56M Ink Bottle, Magenta:

Print durable, sharp and vibrant documents with this 135 ml bottle of magenta ink. Ideal for business
documents, this ink lets you print up to 11,959 pages from a full bottle, allowing you to go longer
between refills. Experience high-quality prints thanks to a unique pigment ink. Once the document has
dried fully this ink does not blur easily or become wet when being used with a highlighted marker, and
keeps small characters clear and legible with friction and water resistance. Plus, an improved fool-proof
no-squeeze bottle design and key type nozzles means you’ll never accidently refill an ink tank with the
wrong bottle.
Canon GI-56M Ink Bottle, Magenta. Printing colours: Magenta, Brand compatibility: Canon, Compatibility:
MAXIFY GX6050, GX7050. Quantity per pack: 1 pc(s)

Features

Original *
Printing colours * Magenta
Colour ink page yield 14000 pages
Print technology Inkjet
Brand compatibility * Canon

Features

Compatibility * MAXIFY GX6050, GX7050

Packaging data

Quantity per pack * 1 pc(s)

Logistics data

Harmonized System (HS) code 84439990
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